BLESSED AND HIGHLY FAVORED
Eph. 1:3

1) What does the word “Blessing” mean?
Berakah – Eulogia – “God’s beneficial enduement of ________________ to ________________ well-being in ________________ ________________ of life

A) Pronounced ________________
B) Pronounced ________________
C) Pronounced ________________
D) Pronounced ________________
E) Pronounced ________________

3) The Blessing is set before you: Deut. 30:19
A) The ________________ is always in “ ________________ ________________" - ________________
B) The ________________ is always in ________________ - ________________
C) The ________________ is yours!

4) The ________________ to the Blessing and Favor is found in ________________:
   Gen. 12:1-3; Gal. 3:8-9, 29

Bottom Line: God desires to ________________ and highly ________________ you!
   John 3:16; Eph. 1:3
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1) What does the word “Blessing” mean?

Berakah – Eulogia – “God’s beneficial enduement of power to produce well-being in every area of life”


A) Pronounced promise
B) Pronounced protection
C) Pronounced presence
D) Pronounced pleasure
E) Pronounced peace

3) The Blessing is set before you: Deut. 30:19

A) The Blessing is always in “The Life” - supernatural
B) The curse is always in death - natural
C) The choice is yours!

4) The qualifier to the Blessing and Favor is found in Covenant: Gen. 12:1-3; Gal. 3:8-9, 29

Bottom Line: God desires to Bless and highly Favor you! John 3:16; Eph. 1:3
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